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IT’S A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF  
CAUSE AND EFFECT— when major events 
occur, there is always an economic consequence. Global 
pandemics. Acts of terrorism. War. Natural disasters. History 
has shown, when one country experiences a significant 
event, it leads to some degree of economic downturn, 
often a global recession. COVID-19 is no exception.

It’s only natural that uncertainty creates public fear, 
consumer trepidation, and conservative spending behavior. 
With fewer dollars in the economy, business suffers and 
an economic downturn is inevitable.  But it’s how an 
organization responds during a crisis that your potential 
buyer remembers after the panic is over. 
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As such, your touchpoints and buyer interactions matter 
more now than ever before. Buyers want a cohesive 

(and human) experience with your brand; take 
the lead in enabling smarter communications, 

specific to the recipient— personalization and 
empathetic communications are essential 
in times of crisis. It’s marketing operations 
that can help field marketers, sales, and 
product teams connect the dots on emotional 
triggers, customer preferences, and when 
the customer is showing signs he/she may be 

ready to make a purchase. Thus, use this time 
to tighten your internal department alignment 

and share your data insights.
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In this eBook, we will cover:

• Reactions to Economic Uncertainty

• The Role of Marketing Leadership

• Staffing During Economic Uncertainty

• The Focus on Digital Strategy

• Preparing for Recovery

• A Crisis Checklist for Marketing Operations
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In 2010, HBR wrote an interesting article in which analysts 
studied 4,700 public companies during the recessions of 
1980, 1990, and 2000. In their research, they found that 
17% of the organizations they studied fared especially 
poorly while 9% flourished, outperforming competitors 
by at least 10% in sales and profit growth. Subsequent 
studies by Bain and by McKinsey found similar results. 
So one must ask...what caused some companies to die 
and others to thrive? The answer: PREPARATION.

     REACTIONS TO  
ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY

https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-survive-a-recession-and-thrive-afterward
https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-survive-a-recession-and-thrive-afterward
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Of course, what immediately comes to mind when we talk about preparing for an economic downturn is 
protecting cash and managing debt— top of mind for every CEO, COO, and CFO, to say the least. But in the 
HBR findings, firms that were quick to make deep budget cuts didn’t necessarily come out ahead. In fact, they 
had the lowest probability (21%) of gaining a competitive advantage when conditions improved. Rather, it’s the 
calculated actions that organizations take that determine a successful outcome.

A more positive response is to assess and take control of the situation, much like Taiwan’s response to the 
COVID-19 threat. With what was predicted to be a hard-hit region for coronavirus, Taiwan, the island state 
of 24 million people, has had only 50 confirmed cases. Rather than make reactionary decisions out of panic 
or fear or delay actions until the crisis hit, Taiwan’s leaders immediately identified areas of vulnerability and 
took calculated measures to control the situation, implementing 124 safety measures over a 2-month period. 
The government’s actions went well beyond border control, tapping into educational outreach, program 
infrastructure, and data analytics to protect its citizens from looming danger. As marketing leaders, we need to 
do the same.

https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-taiwan-case-study-rapid-response-containment-2020-3
https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-taiwan-case-study-rapid-response-containment-2020-3
https://cdn.jamanetwork.com/ama/content_public/journal/jama/0/jvp200035supp1_prod.pdf?Expires=2147483647&Signature=bIZCLS7ZLWTJd~U~H40JgiEGdFb3ggVUJpBvJ7KdANK7HgK1zaj4uWHvqweGym1nWfO~nXt9Y5i1vX79pF7zjjqfzmJAy3udTdpVVZQe07xnQIPcBMXLwZ5XjgTO8yKFXVIpxsXhrmOu8sGSpKiEmQ86ZCKfOTar7fMAGmUCtjiYVFwf31K3REWAA-r3hZyoZpqz3QKpVgpsRpF9fV9thQCq0~yvbvRKTH4PcoB~CZgmXH7rpVb6bILXQn5zBCphf6pyLAa4zIebUEKfCdCYdSdi9LeIEUsesqsYpNWgHJcr4K1LC0hFlst0RHQz-vZ7I-OvrX~5jel6zjjtuDQzjQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIE5G5CRDK6RD3PGA
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THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF  
         MARKETING LEADERS IN A CRISIS

Simply cutting budgets may help you to survive 
if sales should temporarily slow, but won’t 

help you to thrive in a new economy. You 
can’t cut your way out of a downturn; you 

must take proactive measures to offset 
the impact, just as Taiwan did with the 
coronavirus. What does this mean for 
your marketing operations? 
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Plan for Workload Fluctuations
The ripple effect of COVID-19 is impacting every industry sector— but in different ways. 
Some organizations are experiencing business surges and can’t keep up with the 
sudden spikes, while other businesses are experiencing a decline in activity. Expect 
the volatile conditions to continue for an extended period— especially since no one 
can predict the severity of the pandemic, how long our world will be under a social 
quarantine, and what the economy will look like when it’s all over. 

According to Forbes, global recovery will likely occur in rolling stages. Covering your 
marketing operations needs may be tricky; hiring during unstable economic conditions is 
risky, for you and the employee. Workload may pick up, then subside. Hiring at the wrong 
time can prove to be costly for the organization at a time when every dollar matters. This 
is where outside resources provide immense value. While agencies may initially sound 
like an expensive option, you likely won’t hire an agency full time, and the added flexibility 
in work schedule without the risk of downtime will more than offset a higher hourly rate. 

Hiring during 
unstable 
economic 
conditions is 
risky, for you  
and the  
employee.

https://perkuto.com/talk-to-us/
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Staffing: Hire or Outsource?
Finding – and retaining – the right marketing operations talent has always been a pain point for organizations. 
Experienced Marketo staff— even entry-level marketing operations staff— is hard to find, and comes with a 
premium price tag. And now you’ve also got to factor in our economic uncertainty as well, which presents risks 
for you and prospective candidates, potentially adding more time and complexity to hiring the talent you need.

Given the speed of business and the desire for an organization to keep pace amidst a rocky market, it’s 
becoming increasingly more common for organizations to outsource marketing operations to outside 
agencies, just as they outsource specific technology functions. In fact, 70% of marketing leaders now utilize 
specialized Marketo talent from outsourcing. This isn’t to say that in-house hiring will completely disappear. 
Rather, marketing operations leaders are carefully weighing their options when looking to increase capacity, 
fill vacant MOPS positions or otherwise streamline their organization’s workflow, particularly now when hiring 
freezes may be in place and the need to keep marketing moving forward is time-sensitive.

https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3953747/marketing-organizational-survey-2019-marketers-aspire-fo
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Oftentimes the hiring decision simply boils down to that age-old question: is it more 
cost-effective to hire an employee or outsource to an agency?

Let’s look at the straight cost. Seemingly high hourly rates from outside consulting 
firms can feel steep when sitting down to talk numbers. But be honest in your 
evaluations: when is the last time you hired an agency to be full-time? 

While opting for an in-house employee may seem appealingly “cheap” on paper, 
there are a myriad of associated fees to consider as well. With the in-house option 
comes the responsibility to pay for consistent benefits, paid time off, potential 
sick days, and payroll taxes. And if your company offers 401k matching, tuition 
assistance, and bonuses, they also add to the true fee of your new hire. 

The bottom line: an employee can actually cost upwards of 2.7 times their  
base salary. Let’s breakdown the real cost of an employee vs. the perceived cost.

An employee  
can actually  
cost upwards  
of 2.7 times  
their base  
salary.
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37%Annual Salary

Base salary is less than

of the
totalcostofanewemployee*

Annual Salary

Training Costs
Recruiting/Interviewing/Hiring
Employee Management
Utilization Loss

PTO Coverage

37%

63%

37%

63%

Annual Salary

Recruiting/Interviewing/Hiring costs

Training Costs*

Management Costs**

Utilization Loss (15% of employee's time)

Temp Campaign Support

$40,000

$12,000

$80,000

$24,000

$4,129

$8,500

$20,584

$7,211

$19,768

Campaign specialist FTE in major market $164,192

Additional costs: Employee turnover $52,000

GRAND TOTAL $216,192

*Based on 10% of internal training team salaries
**Based on 15% of manager’s time/salary

Employee cost breakdown
$80,000 base salary = $216,192 true cost
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Let’s say you hire a Marketo practitioner with 2-3 years of experience for $80,000 annually, which 
sounds like a great option, especially now. But, when you factor in benefits, hiring costs, training cost, 
management time, paid time off, etc., that $80,000 employee could really cost upwards of $200,000. 
When you look at the numbers this way, the cost of an outside agency may not seem so steep, and, 
an agency can provide more expertise and immediate assistance without the lengthy process of hiring 
and onboarding— which is critical when you need help ASAP or your organization is experiencing 
waves of activity spikes and lulls.

Focus on Digital Strategies 
Shifting from staffing to strategy, savvy organizations will use a slower time to assess the direction 
of their marketing operations, their team’s efficiency and output, and plan for future growth. Legacy 
processes designed years ago without regard to current staffing, technology or volume should be 
challenged and workflows streamlined. Special projects that have been put on hold indefinitely may 
now come to life. And don’t neglect your digital transformation vision or plan during this time either. 
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Marketing automation (like Marketo Engage) enables organizational 
efficiencies and flexibilities, not to mention new possibilities 
for delighting your customers— all components of digital 
transformation. HBR research also found that companies who 
neglected digital transformation had insurmountable gaps 
when the next recession hit. 

Using the COVID-19 pandemic and quarantines, online 
purchases and behaviors spiked, as society began to 
embrace a new normal and alternative means for shopping, 
socializing, receiving medical advice and attending church. 
If your digital strategy is lacking, now is the time to invest in 
it. This can include everything from revisiting where your target 
customer is spending time online to exploring more advanced uses 
of social media to revamping your website to tracking, scoring, 

https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-survive-a-recession-and-thrive-afterward
https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-survive-a-recession-and-thrive-afterward
https://hbr.org/2019/05/how-to-survive-a-recession-and-thrive-afterward
https://theblog.adobe.com/how-covid-19-is-impacting-online-shopping-behavior/
https://theblog.adobe.com/how-covid-19-is-impacting-online-shopping-behavior/
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and nurturing leads based on specific behaviors and actions— think 
outside the digital marketing box. Don’t put digital transformation 

plans or technology on hold; use the slower times to reinvest 
in your technology, marketing operations, and up your overall 
digital game.

As marketing operations serves as the backbone for 
marketing teams, efficient MOPS teams will give their 
companies a competitive advantage when the economy 
rebounds. The work you do now to improve your processes 
will pay off multiple times over as your organization recovers, 

as your MOPS costs will remain low even when demand picks 
up. The organizations that use this time to invest in their digital 

strategies will emerge as frontrunners now and when business 
returns to normal.   



Though your marketing plan and schedule may be in a state of flux during a crisis, remember this time doesn’t 
last forever— eventually, recovery will begin to emerge. You have a window of opportunity; look beyond the 
immediate situation and begin preparing for what’s to come.

PREPARING FOR RECOVERY
A DIGITAL MARKETER'S GUIDE TO CRISIS RECOVERY
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High Impact
Low Effort

Low Impact
Low Effort

High Impact
High Effort

Low Impact
High Effort

If you are operating with reduced resources, you may not 
be able to accomplish everything;  prioritizing your tasks 
will help keep your team focused on what’s most important 
as well as free up your time (and budget) to map out what’s 
next. Start by segmenting your marketing plan by objective: 
lead gen vs. client retention vs. brand building, thought 
leadership and so on. Then, rank each by the level of effort 
vs. impact and move forward with the activities that will give 
you the most return, drop the others. Use a grid such as this 
one to visually display your top marketing initiatives.
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As marketing leaders, we also have a plethora of data at our fingertips— this 
information is invaluable in your planning, too. Just as Taiwan mitigated the 
outbreak of coronavirus by using data from prior epidemics, so will marketing 
leaders use data analytics to improve marketing outcomes. Leaders who aren’t 
using multi-touch attribution will start; others will advance their capabilities 
to reallocate budget spend, improving ROI and maximizing closed/won sales 
potential. Leveraging customer data will also be front and center, integrating 
technologies to transform the user experience across business units and 
field offices.  An economic slowdown is a perfect time to reimagine your 
organization’s customer experience— and marketing operations is at the 
nucleus of data to support. 

IM
P

A
C

T

E F F O R T

An economic 
slowdown is a 
perfect time to 
reimagine your 
organization’s 
customer 
experience

https://perkuto.com/blog/the-art-and-science-of-marketing-attribution/
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Stanford economist Paul Romer said it best...

“A crisis is a terrible  
      thing to waste.” 
 
We have a choice: we can wait and see how the unknowns will 
pan out, or, we can proactively assess and take control of the 
situation. Without a doubt, the organizations that do the latter will 
be the ones thriving in our new economy.

NEXT STEPS
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A CRISIS CHECKLIST  
        FOR MARKETING OPERATIONS
REACT (Initial Actions)

  Implement daily team touch base meetings, to keep everyone focused on top priorities plus  
create a familiar routine.

  Identify your top marketing objective: brand reputation, cash flow, client retention, lead gen. Adjust 
your marketing plan accordingly, suspending all but your top objective. 

 Suspend promotional emails temporarily.

 Meet with sales regarding the pipeline. Coordinate on target account needs and messaging.

 Revise your messaging in your communications to reflect the current environment.
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RESPOND (Short-Term Actions)

  If conditions warrant, implement a remote work plan and invest in tools as needed. Continue with 
daily cadence meetings via video conferencing tools.

  Pause your regular nurture program messaging; consider implementing a shorter sequence, 
relevant to current conditions.

 Adjust your lead scoring model to account for dropped/canceled activities.

 Audit your MarTech stack and identify which tools could be suspended, should your budget be cut.

  Negotiate contracts with suppliers and vendors, discussing your partnership and ways to  
save costs.

  Audit your Marketo instance, removing unmarketable and invalid leads, to keep subscription 
renewal costs low. 

  Audit your tasks and processes. Drop non-essential activities. Update your documentation to 
reflect your new workflow.
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REPOSITION (Mid-Term Actions)

  Review and share customer data with sales and product stakeholders. Identify core needs for 
each customer segment. Fine-tune your messaging.

  Identify the most important marketing objective for your new normal: brand reputation, cash flow, 
client retention, lead gen. Develop a long term plan for moving forward.

 Reallocate event budgets to digital ad spends, content marketing and content syndication.

 Explore ways to decentralize routine marketing tasks, such as campaign creation and execution.

  Automate as many tasks as possible, to improve efficiency and keep costs low as demand  
picks up.

  Breakdown outsourced projects; allocate spend by month/quarter, to comply with budget 
spending thresholds.
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Perkuto 
For flexible and ongoing marketing operations help, Perkuto can provide immediate resources. 

Our team of Marketo experts assists in eliminating infrastructure uncertainties, safeguarding against 
campaign errors, improving marketing performance, and executing high-volume campaigns. 

In addition to being an Adobe platinum partner specialized in Marketo Engage, Perkuto is also a 
certified service partner for Bizible and Microsoft. Perkuto is based in Montreal with field offices 
throughout North America and Europe. 

Visit Perkuto.com to learn more.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES TO SUPPORT YOUR RECOVERY

https://perkuto.com/
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Jeto
Wondering how you will continue to get campaigns out the door 
with limited staff or resources? With a simplified user interface and 
structured validation/approbation workflow, Jeto helps marketing 
teams scale campaign execution by enabling non-technical people 
to create and launch marketing campaigns without ever needing to 
step foot inside their marketing automation software. 

Visit jeto.io to learn more.

http://jeto.io
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9855 Meilleur St., Ste 250, Montreal, QC H3L 3J6
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